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,v F1aniliaix of scientifi c stuut-

(i0e) FC'A index report AOK 3-iC.

lossibilities of improving regalar documrentation services,

R. ,o',ore October 968

Following a review C! different exp-erienoces of direct -ignlificanoc in

large scale act ivi tie iu of' differenit problems in organisation, within the fiteld

of do-umentation, an FOA index working party submits its views on the realis-

tic possibilities that exist for improving regular documoentation ser-vices,

:a,.ly with the idelp of computers. The aim is to put forward recoomlmendations

for iocedure that will s atisfy the most exacting requirements for s omc years

to come while the compuzter application m=t Ues. Proposals are also slggested

for such investigations, and for tne research activity and the orgonisationc

which is reQiyired -n order to start and accelerate uevelopmeaut so that the

:'uil benefit is achieved as soon as possible for all the many sections of a

cocu-e.-tation servico. The treatment of the subject is generally applicable

to the Swedish conditions but special finance is required for alpropr-ate

retmirnc w. Lhin the tcfence Organi sat.on, in part cular within FCA.

(!09) F"A index report E1d02-I0.

Document specification and searcih strate,ý' using basic intersections

and the urobability measure of sets.

'W. "bhi man

Am. Docuamentation, Vol.1 9, pp 240-246, ' 965.

`:GA rerints -968:48.

The use of basac interzcctions and probability measures for sets in

orde.r to formulate document specifications and search questions in

co-ordinated indexng systems is discussed. It is possibie to formulate a

probability search equation which represents the comparison operation between

the question and the docu.ent's specification. In addition to the usual set

of descriptive terms, the equation contains a part consisting of a matrix

formulation of the probability tables for the specifications. By an operation

botorn these matrix formulations a new table of facts is obtained referring

to the tart of the set, describing terms which are co:mmon to both the

questions and the document' . specifi cation. F7rom- thi a quantintative

criterlon for correlation follows. Certain numerical values of the criterion

can be specified by deduction and used for guiding the search ceration.
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1 , ) 1•OA inidujx report~ GCu>_- i0.I

Corsair ii1- A C6e.iLria ;pirlons_ cofn.puter profgram~ne syf t(_ý for hurrf1nn,

f iles.

7. Uhflmann (od). OctoberI

The report conoists of tho arrzin~ements an~d lecturcs fai- a o~i~iif

a t F OA on 20 Mayý 9683

"'i. Uhlmann -Frefator, remarks.

j4 ýeh-rm -Greetings and acknowledgement3.

RI. 1-oore - ntroductory remarks.

L. I[65gerg -CORSAlIR 11 - buillding the programme.

C. G. 1.drner (Swedish Rladio) - A system fur a~nalysis and planning of

S-,Nedish 11adio Y~usic programme.

f. elwar and `6. Ihiimann - Swedish music history, index of recorded

concerts.

4~. 'Uhlmann - A computer index l'or the administration of a store of

r-easijr'nEg instruments.

H~. M~oore -Concluding remarks.

(Ili) FOAP report Q8212-10.

On complex systems with human compo.nents.

A. Danielsoon, H. T16rnebohm. September '1568

A summnary of lectures given during 1965 to 1967 arranged by the

Ins-titut-ion of' Economics irn Gothenbarg and the Institution of Theoretical

Science ýGothenbureg University).

'lain headings:-

Towards a theory of' organisation and administration,

Economic aspects of systems,

Flanning aspects of systems.

The individual in the system,

Prospe cting in science,

Appendix: Scienztific enterprises considered from a biological point

of view.

(2)FOA F report 08220-10.

C01,CGR - Autoaiatio; Eiriro correction in CORSAIR data.

J. Palme Deceptber 1968
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It ic a wcll kno.n fact that- error-in purichud holes and other

Mistakes arise -n largc sianually: produced data files. CORSAIR is an example

of one such prctra.n2', which uu]s wi ubt large filos with alphanumeric text

KCC6AIZ is a flexiblog -.utooit-c docuine-tatio:. systa which was developed

by FOA). The report describes a rro-rammo which facilitates the el•mination

oi such egrros. The corv',ctioj: is carriud ouL by a sOecial elihiination card

which carries the track to bu corrected. iVc;,C correction consists of a

refere.-ce number, a dist'i. 1sh,•ng track and a correction track. The

pro-raiitme replacce all copier oi the di.stinguishing track in the reference

0; the corrected track.

]i :.'ethods of stuidy"

1 5) F0A 2 report C2275--iit25).

Iumarical solution of Abel's integral equation. Application to a

Rontgen transmission problem.

B. Einarssoa October 1568

Cbj~ect: To develop and test a method for tioe n.umer'cal solution of a

Rontgen tranussm.-o!. problem.

Method: The R1ntcen transmis son Froblem is the origin of an integral

equation which ca, be transferred into Abel's integral equation

g(Ey) = 'Y f(x) dx
.0y--

wnere 5_ L k--,e," o" f( 4- s A......n. a- i. .. iI t t att on U01 solved

with the help of spline-inter-polation of the known function. The calculations

have been programmed in FORTHRAN IV and carried out on KM 7090.

Result: An example is given with two different computing inter-als.

These give good agreement. The method compares favourably with conventional

-ethods because it only requires a small amount of input data.

(114) F0A 2 report C2276-ii(52)

Digital Fourier analysis in two dimensions.

J. Eklundh October 1968

The report contains an abstract of the theory of digital Fourier

analysis in two dimensions. Some observations on the numerical calculations
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aro given. It also deoGrJbus the programme for calculiting fihitto Fourier-

transforxs with Cooley-Turkoys algorithm, in one and two diWVo13iofls. The

pro6ramme Js writter in FOhTRL:N 1V for 1BN, 70CU.

(115) I'A " ro ort C82-17-II,

Europuar Confere:ioe on Technclogical Forecasting.

Glasgow, 24 to 26 June i968, and the National Confcrence on TechnolctK-

cal Forecasting, Harrogate, 4 to 5 July 1968.

E. Lundquist and others October ,968

The report gives some impressions from a European Conference in

Glasgow and a National Conference in Harrogate on the subject of technical

scientific prognosis. In addition there is a catalogue of the lectrIres 6iven

at the congresses.

f.'i6) FOA F r-rort C.52i8-ii,

On genealogical trees containing quadratic residues.

B. Jansson November 1968

The sequence of numbers generated by Xn÷ Xn (mod m) is discussed.nn
The condition for the existence of automorphia numbers (i.e. numbers which

generate themselves) is given. Some genealogical trees are presenter and a

number of these extreme points are determined. This process is equivalent to

calculating the number of incongruent quadratic residues. This leads on to

the number of different trees as a function of the module and some properties

are demonstrated which depend on the Teorm of the trees.

(117) FQA P report C8219-11.

The number of incongruent residues of q:th powers modulo an arbitrury

B. Jansson November !968

It is assumed that x, q, a and n are such whole numbers that

q • 2, n ; 1 and 0 < X, a < n-1 and that the congruent Xq - a (mod n) is

considered. Two problems are dealt with: (i) For how many values of a can

the congruent be solved? (2) For N = m , where m and a are natural

numbers, determine the limiting values when a -oc' for the fraction of a-values

for which the congruent is solvable.

(118) FOA P report C8221-11.

IFIP Congress 1968 in Edinburgh.

B. Arv6n and others November i968
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ru-working: of' 1-~uia;ýeters o.' the satan loi sla I avebeen carzmcu out. The lists

of literIt~ire Tel e--rl.C05 lezve boew. co*'jv td to a l-iiited extort, 5' the ork

carb, ad out al't..r tht- fi rs-t cuW tio! -v~azlulih

23 lhysical invest i m~t: Oat(rwcear)

;Žc uiA 4 repo,,rt I5. &-,25.

Effect ef prsueof, tieV b-character of the elem-.ents Ki to V.

K. LýerEgreni.

nqz. Letters, Vol.27kA, pp, :25-;2;, 9ýu3.

FQA renri it 0s5 :29.

'The,. rai:-.er of U-electrons' in th~e eler~eits R to V aýSs baceri

analysed as a i'uatioz; of the pressure starting with the statistical mrodel

2;i) F JA 4 lepo0rt b¶?-3

A possible gcnrai~sea instabilit~y cr~terion app-lied to the on,-e

a--siens~on-ed 6.-function interacting FePrmi gas.

B. Johansson.

Fuovo. Cim. Ser. X. Vol.55B, FPp Y5-314, 1563.

VOL rellrint ;6:O

On apprc~aclnirf the tr- sfors-ntion point from the ,.orflal phiase a-

collect~ve excitation takes place before the complete ocndi ticoi of^ i 'stabil]-

ity and in so doing signals the beginrning of ti~ hee to the mew.. phas~e in:

the system. On. studying the collective excitations5 around the cor alcn-

dition beyond the trwasfornatlox point ore fin~ds hoeethat awhl se 1 c
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,)I U. finr lit colloc t I \ 11ov! MollitS(tll a1 Vi ti the sarme chavrfitctr) ar un table.

ire>_ th~is sourc fj c!. itla' oneu locks1 for thf '1 most uJIstebi ' , Ii likl it

5 Li 01 s'd (e d I cI infI I It."i 1 tibU IbIt 1110 cI U 'IttI ter Of tIme Io U11'. : ii) AIIi.

Tlioec i coos ajl' to a sinCle di0ý1i els;o.l, Feoise (IS it rejudomiv yeb fumicetiei.

i IterlctmIo II effetUs" Ž-';twoc; t Iie. Iarti CA U-,

i Ž4 Fýe 4 repor(, -t b 42'2 -,-23.

A4 Li od itieureti cal csi*t; of o tu'o o with dificurenit orti talc; fOr

dilui-cimItpi.

1 or rsi ,C1- 1,3 Johinssoi)

o t r:;. 3 . ,4iantu;in mie;,Vol ., pp 1485-503, (i6,)3.
0dA rCeprin!t 983

A field t Cualteo forml.Iul i~ I ye f or thlu coundi t.j iomi d: f~crcm't

orb-utals 1"r &I':'orem't spins' (POPS). Foi an infinite s:ystem DUDS deser Des,

an; aclti -icrroiiiacnmet i e onduition, and to respond to til.;c si., erder Go-rkuv

iaeto,,risautjoi is introdmeed. Time corrcsipoii u'j Cap, equation is ucouced anid

its nmon vash ~ii.C eo-iins indicate the proselice of macroscop'ic order at time

55 lSS sin freqeenI-cy. In otsolf', tit C work of' formu'lations is ffcetl

general for PODS to becom~e a special case. Consequently a furronmýgn~tic

condotti on can also be( obtained3 asinh sa msit wave co~ndition, as so3-altions

to the gap equation depending; on the special condkiýtions in the actual s';sztem.

A .5imrilar typ,-,e Ci' aiifroants s described by OverhauIser's

sp~in denisity wave CSPW4) cost ýtion End this theory is also foramulated in

theoretical fioid texu~s. S1imilorl ties and differen~ces between PODS end SPAi

are discusse3d. The ener&', expreF3sion for the two cond-itions is given in the

ihartree-i"ock apLerooxliation. It ass3umes that the SPA, ocondition canI boos uad

part~ally to answer the correlation problem in molecules 'Just as well a,- the-

DeliS inethod which has been used earlier fcr this p-.urpose.

(123) YQ/, 4 report B4023-23.

laram~agnet~c: susceptibility and stability of the electron gas in a

xo.Afied iiartree-Fock app-roximatijon.

U. eoiiasson, K. Berggren.

1l.uovc Cim., Vol.5-0, pp 362-366, 1967.
FOA reprint 16:4

T'he lerr 1-Thomasi screening; diýstance X~ is deduced frcmn a self coil-

s-iztenit requixueillhm. Tijv sceeingtj .Ltt dizjtar4(uc o)btaineid iii this way is uscad iti.

a rec~procal interactiotn of the Yukawa type, a r/:r* With this reciprocal
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intel,.GCtllOn thu '-1trc-oc 1Yr~~I ½,r all.~. jZ4*' 11

vioak 91,in I'olari-,oa cu.-. ýi tion. Ti,: spdin ucj~i' ~i' '

Sis calculated for difl'cro,: t. aun's .ie ":Le ui r<) o.f 1P'ju 1'0, O- t,ic t!l,

j-oq-j~iirouiijt oný ni solf ey, atn 5 fe I.½ d 1 IV.

fstzibiityv of. tiiclk. condsiýo 1,il!n . t-e opt;I

j-JAr~cuiero~;c'10condi tioll 4s St,:ý_

ý: K) FOA 4 reu'ort i~~

Gcuoaet~rical mouoel of caivc ~
A. 13er6.stri-in

FOA, reprint I98:C

A model in Cenurai Lucliý L, Is; 11 Yr. : ~d½ . ijcu o

Lorontlz--transl~ior,a!&tioni 1n thu o~ s t;OoI': .o X- J 3 U:1*. ulQ.' C220

of the modelt the syace cc -ordinjrit-! - A..) otfo ci Y.)V2Of,

tirue co-ordinato =cti, and U h i co~-ord-lita = ,c arc(

represented~ in a cylinui'ical co~cu~ 2 s~..r, , t r

arosin hand z x. An ltr;tevursicson **u br

= resin ~,and z =-

In both v-c-6ions an occs;rreznce if; rup;-evsnted a.:; a !er½ .

sing~le hyperboloid with Exi a in the z direciioii. Aý.; ainaiorv et

event lines in the xtv space and beamis of' liei: t- od~a spae/ as

disoussed., and it is shor,-n that from the a-.ode-l a.,:d Htyge-:ns p 4'it

follows that it is possible to per-form Lo~rer-.z invariant cbs1;aiI2 dxýpi

Buc-lidian metrics.*

25 Deso:.j'io of nuclear v.e onne r~d fte"-- nsc --. -

26 Mechanical and t~ra fet fnula xlsos

('25) FOA 4 report C4576-26.

Seismic records from the U.S. nuclear explosion PFaultlezss' in I1ofada

1.0 January 1968, obtained at Flagfors te.-porany Seismologi-cal Station, S;weder..

0. Dahlmnan 1,ovember I968

The report gives; an account of the long and short per-iodic recordings

made at the temporary selssiologiozil station in HaEgfors, froma the larre nucitear

explosion 'Faultless' in N~evada, 19l Jan~uariy 1968. A~ dispersion cur,'e for the

group velocaty of Rasyleigh waves from 1Pevada to liagfors has beer deter::-med.
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The mag•itude of P and Rayleigh waves were found to be 6.5 and 4-9

respectiv ely.

(126) _O0A L report C437T-26.

Criteria for the recognition of air waves from nuclear explosions and

d-tt for such waves from Novaya Zemlya.

Ii. "agner Yovember 1968

The object of the report is to describe a reliable method by wh-ch the

atmospheric gravitation waves from nuclear weapon explcaions can be identified

in ,rdcrobarographic recordings, when other information irdioates that a

nuclear explosion has taken place. The method has been used for establishing

a basic table of such rocordings from 36 nuclear weapon explosions during the

years 1953, 1%91 and 1962 in the atmosphere over the Novaya Zemlya district.

.!so presented is a corresponding list of the wave parameter6 and also a list

of the microbarographical stations.

The problem discussed is separate from the inverse and more general

problem which infers the occurrence of nuclear weapon explosions from micro-

barographioal recordings.

27 Effects of nuclear explosions on man.

See also reference (135).

(127) FOA P report A1449-27.

A survey of the effect of nuclear explosions on man.

A. N~elson and others October 1968

The report deals with the state of knowledge and additional investiga-

tions ne,,c(el concerning damage by raliation (aote end chronic), dqrnae by

burns (dir-t,:t a-d indirect), shock wave damage and damage by a combination of

these.

(128) F0A P repor. B1065-27.

Cytoplasmic ultraviolet extinction of Strontium 90 nduced fibroblastic

osteosarcomas correlated to histologic appearances and ultra structure.

F. Sndelin, A. Iilsson

Acta Radiol. Therapy Phys. Biol, Vol.7, pp 161-170, 1968.

FOA reprint 1968:28.

!Strontium 5U induced ostuosarcomas in different states of development

have b•ern studied with U'V Licrophotometry and the electron microscope. The
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gradually increased bIN absorption could be correlated with more advanced

morphological studies into the development of the tumou,'s.

(129) FQA P report LiW66-27.

txoerimental and clinical aspects of combined injuries.

B. 6childt (I- A), L. Thoren (Uppsala University)

Intermedes Proceedings 1968. Combined injuries and shock, Research

institute for ",,tional Defence, Sccklholm, 1968, pp 3 to 15.

FOA repriint i968;35.

The report proposes and explains an extension of the concept of

combined injuries concerning a complex injury caused by an almost simultaneous

exposure to two or more forns of energy or powerful physical effects.

Accordizng to this definition therefore, ionising radiation is not & necessary

couiyonent for combined injuries.

it is sgrgested that the LD concept is used for quantif-ring traumatic

oopmonents in codbined injuries.

As regards the effect of combinec injuries, there are three factors of

vital si gnificance as follows: .I, the different traumctic intensity

(2) the order .n which they happen, and (3) the time delay between them.

These factors are discissed. The principles for treatment of combined

injuries are dealt wi-th.

*;3c) FOA F report Bi~o7-27.

Combined effect oiF iorizing radiation and bacterial toxin in mice.

B. Schildt ard others.

Intermedes Proceedings 968: Combined injuries and shock, Research
1aInstitute for Nv-t~uiial Defence, Stockholm, 9o8, pp 75-,ý.

FGA reprint 1968:36.

The combined effect of lasteurella pseudo-tuberculosis-toxin and acute

raedation of th3. whole body by r6ntgen radiation has been examined on mice.

Toxin and radiarion doses were from about 0.5 LD50 to LD-o, both separately

and in different cou-binations and at different intervals of time.

13i) FOA P report B 1068-27.

The effeet of different types of injuries on the methvlcarbylaminc level
in mice.

K. Lirdstrand, L. Schilit.

intermedes Froceedirgs 968. Combined injuries and shock.

FOA reprint 196.3:37.
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The relationship of methylcarbylamine to the amount of B, derived in
12

extrantnd B, from mouse liver is shown to be very much reduoed by injuries

different kinds (mechanical trauma, burn injuries or iorising radiation,

separately or in different combinations). The change in the relationship

runs parallel with the degree of severity of the injuries.

Possible explanations of the phenomenon are discussed.

(132) FOA F report B1069-72.

Radiolysis of 4-thiouracil and of the 4-thiouracil moieties of

4-thiouridine and transfer ribor.-cleic acid from escherichia coli in aqueous

solution.

B. S6"rbo, B. Lundberg

Biochem. -iophys. Acta. Vol.157, pp 445-454; 1968.

FQA reprint 1968:38.

4-thiouracil., 4 thiouridine and transfer ribonueleic acid (RINA) from

escherichia coli irradiated by r-6ntgen rays in air saturated solution, were

subsequently radiolysised and the remainder of the 4-thiouracil was determined

by spectrophotometric means. The exponential curves for dose effect were

obtained, The remainder of thio pyrimidine was found to be more sensitive to

radiation than the corresponding opyrgen analogues.

28 Radiation, the effect of, and protection against nuclear explosions

(133) F0A 4 report C4378-28.

Studies on plant accumulation of fission products under Swedish

conditions IX. Absorption of Strontium 90 and Calcium 45 and its dependence

on the chemical properties of the soil.

L. Fredirikisun d otlers December 19658

The uptake of strontium 9. and alcium 45 by red clover has been

studied in trials with 169 soils representing the most important types of

Swedish arable land. Bfy means of multiple regression analysi's cornnections

were established which should be useful in quantitative calculations of the

take-up by vegetation of both the nuclei where they a-e added in kno'-,n or

calculable amounts, to arable land of different types.

3EP.L AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE

30 Chemica] and biological warfpr-,erýeral

See also reference (147).
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(134) FOA P report A1453-30.

Biological und chemical warfare.

S. Jacks4n and others IFovember 1?68

Strategiok Bulletin, Vol4, No.3, pp 1-32, June 1968.

Diologrical and chemical warfare are often amentioned in general

su:c?,aries togethcr with atomic warfare under the heading ABC warfare. In

contrast with tI.e situaLion for nuclear v;eapons, biological and chemical

we3Fons have never before become t' subject of deeper or broader debate out-

s'de expert circles. Within the limited space available, the authors give

representative picture of the equipment situation as it applies to B and C

warfare, tecinically conceivable attacks with such weapons and the protection

ao,-inst such attacks, Lolitical obstacles to attack, the history of B and C

veaio:s, etc. (Obtainable from U.P.I., price 4.50 kn.)

i35) FOA F report Ai453-30'36, 27).

An aocou-t of a study journey to Japan to participate in the Seventh

internationral Biochearistry Congress in Tokyo 567.

J. Lundln and others December i968

During. the puriod 15 August to 4 September i967, the authors ndertook

study *•ur:~ey to Japan to participate in the Seventh Internationa Blio-

c~iemistry CongresZ. in connection with t!je Congress the Universltif of

Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka and l.agoya were visited. Some national research nstitu-

tions ard some sczentific laboratories connected with industry were aEso

v sited. Tihe study .journcy was intended to obtain more information of a

basically zcs-ntific character for investigations in progress at FDA in

connection witn crotection against B and C warfare.

i36) FA P report C1288-30.

Warm air Gecontamination of the material for uniforms under experimental

labor-atory conditions.

A. Bovallius and others October 1968

The purpose of the investigations reported on was to determine the

L;onnection between time and temperature for sterilising cont'.minated uniform

material with warm air. The main part of the experiment has been devoted to

killing bacteria and bacteria spores in both summer and winter uniform

i,•.terial. There is also an appendix which tives an account of experiments on

the mechanical properties of uniform material after heat treatment at different

temperatures and the soaking tiane of the summer uniform after different

sterilising and washing procedure.
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31 Examination of chemical warfare

(137) FOA P report Bi070-31.

Relationship between drug-induced changes in blood pressure and cerebral

oxygen avui lab lit 1.

S. ,. Aquilonius and others

By means of open oisarugraphic electrodes it has been possible to show

reproduceable measured ciances in the supply of oxygen to the brain (aOQ).

The authors have established with this method a connection between blood

Fressure changes and the train', aO2 by the effect of noradrenalin, acetycholine

and hexamethane on anesthetised cats and rabbits. In the case of acetycholinc

and hexamethane, the effect evoked on aO, was clear however long before the

blood pressure returned to norn.al. The increase in aO2 by adrenalin was

always less than the increase evoked by (equivalent) blood pressure increase

i.e. by noradrenalin, a condition that can depend on the fact that adrenalin

aiso increases the brain's oxygen consumption.

(I13) UOA P report C1290-31

Fifth International Symposium on the chemistry of natural products.

London, July -1968.

.. Kowalska October ;968

The author attended the fifth international Symposiuw cn the Chemistry

of flatural FroActs which was held in London. Some 1000 people attended

including 1,. Shemyakin, D. Arigoni, E. Lederer, and R. B. Woodviard. The

congress lectures were mainly concerned with bio-synthesio and nearly as much

with terpenes and steroids. Due to the numerous lectures there was only a

short time for discussions which many considered to be a great loss.

(k1)5, FCk F report Ci29-3,

The conditions for hydrogen bonds in a group cf psychotomimetio aotive

benzyl -acid-esters.

L. Larsson and others October 1968

The structural factors which are thought to contribute to the psycho-

tomimetic activity of a benzylacid ester sýries are discussed. In the range

3500 to 3600 cm- , tho infra red spectrum of the subjects studied showed two

absorption bands of which those in 3510 to 3520 cm-1 band come from a hydroxyl

group with intra molecular bonds to carbonyl oxygen. The other absorption

band at about 3600 cm can be credited to a hydroxyl group which is probably
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the weak hydrogen bond to the n bystem. Whether a full hydrox'l group also

exist. ir Those •'-'-lates can only be decided after a detailed band analysis.

Tho investigation further shows that the benzyls strongly associate

when the concentration exceed5 0.2 mol/l. An approximate method for calcula-

ting equilibrium constants for the inter and intra molecular hydrogen bonds

has been worked out.

35 SpreadinE and propagation (B and C warfare)

See also reference (147).

(140) FOA P report C i289-33.

Aerosol generators, the spinning disc.

1'. Ekxan October i968

An aerosol generator has been constructed on the principle of the

spinning disc. It is driven by compressed air and has a maximum speed of

70000 to 7500- rev/iin. Various types of liquid sprays ;an be used° Farticles

witn a volume of med an diameter up to 5 to 6 pm can be generated. The

particle spectrum becomes very broad.

35 Decontamination (B Land C warfare).

(14i) FOA P report C12ý7-35.

Tests on DS2 as a B-deconta.inant.

Bovallius, E. Lrannkarr December i968

The possibility of using chemical warfare (C) decontamidnant DS2 as a

means of B (Bacteriological) decontamination of war vehicles has been

examined. The method has a limited effect against gram-negative test

bacteria but no effect against gram-positive test bacteria or against bacteria

spores w-thin the recooaended effective time for C-warfare material. Addition

of some conventional d-sinfectants gave some, but not enough, increase in

bacteriocidal effectiveness. DS2 therefore cannot be considered effective as a

means of B-decontamination.

36 Treatment and medical antidotes. (B and C warfarc.)

See also reference (035).

37 Personal protective material (B and C warfare)

(142) FOA F report A1456-37.

1lrotc;zting Task ror the civil population. Prototypes for under a- '

over sizes.

G. lersson, Ii. Ronge Dec.niber 1968
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During the period 9 to 13 September 1963, F@t% co-oiperated with the

Institution for Hygiene, Gothenburg University, to plan and carr- out testo on

protecti n masks for tile civil population ii, order to judge the prototypes of

over and under sizes respectively, as delivered from Trelleborgs Rubber

Corp. Ltd., of Trelleborg.

Suitable sizes were studied on 141 experimental people representing a

statistical selection of the civil population in wartime and were found to be

in full agreement with the experimental interpretation as derived from the

three so-called norcial heads. The success rate with the present nmaterial

has been considerably over the rates set up by the Civil Defence Authori+y.

Both prototpers can be used as a basis for future makes. The over-size

ought possibly to be modified so that the bulge which exists in the packing

braid in the part over the temsples, is increased in thickness by 0.5 to i.0 mm.

By this change an easier and more adequate seal against the face is obtained.

The securing band was the .ame as for norm.al sizes. It can be used for both

the over and undersizes without difficulty or inconvenience.

33 Collective protective material (B and C warfare).

(!43) FOA P report AL450-38.

Functional tests and check of air cleaning arrangements etc, in the

design of '..yran'.

A. Xstrbm, B. Sandlin October 1968

A report on the results of tests for gas tightness and functioning of

the air cleaning arran:gemlents etc., with regard to protection against airborne

ABC-warfare. The observations made have been added to proposals for helping

to overcome shortcomings.

(144) FQA P report A145S-38.

Final report on air cleaning arrangements in the 'TumJlaren' installation.

B. Sandlin, G. Hansson September 1968

The installation "Tumiaren* has been tested previously by FOA with

unaccel.table results as rugards the gas tightness and air cleansing arrangements.

An account is given of continued tests which mainly consisted of

checking gas tightness and arrange:ments for regeneration. Remaining

observations have been combined with proposals for procedure that remedy the

shortcomings.
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(14") FOA P report Ai454-3•3.
Functioinal tests and check on air cleaning arrangements etc., in

'Spurven' installation.

G. flansson, B. Sa.,dnin December 196F.

An account is given of tests which included the effectiveness of the

i.stallations t(as tichtt.esn, a functional test and a check of the air cleaning

arraa~e.,,u:ita tirovided tiat obsurv.atlions are carried ouL in a satisfactory

;ay the air cleaning nrra1ge:ierns can be considered fully satisfactory under

load cond_.tions and dangerou3 gases.

146) YOA I rei ort A 1455-38.

Functional test:; and cieck of the air cleaning arrengements in the

pi> teetj iris ttaliatloi 'Kronet'.

h. SLa-ilir, G. lianeson December 1968

An accunt is ipresoe:,ted of the results of gas tightness tests and

V'En-ctional tests of air cleaning arrangements etc., with respect to protection

nr-gJnst AHC-warfare. The observatio!,.s ma~de have been combined with proposals

';,ch when carried out, will remedy shortcomings.

ti47) FOA I- report CG296-33033, 30).

Leaksge ingress studies. Preliminary trials on pill box type SKI0

and housrnt- for troops type 20.

G. Fer6son, K. Wassholm December 1968

Trals have been ipada to studyý how an aerosol cloud finds ingress into

Sfleld .rtlcaL on a:d into hous.ng ,for troops type 20. The method for

carrying out the trials was found to be suitable. The aerosol forced its

way,_ into^ t-he e_ ntrac epatfh ntogt r gro aftradlyo abt

i minute. The SKi., box :.as gas tight. Cn leaving the rhili bhx the quantity

inside was at maximum V/i5 of tLe quantity in the entrance part of the box.

The leakage-in factor for the entran-ce part was measured as 3 x 10-3.

The aerosol forced .ts way in after i to 2 minutes delay in the test

on the yrotecting room type 20. The leakage-in factor was measured as an

order of size of 3 x 1C- Tn-i curves for concentration/time and dose/time

out.'ide and iiý.s•de the tent g-.e a good illustration of how simple, relatively

eak, sp5ace cani be1 protected agai nst clouds of aerosol gas.
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4 COF.ihi'l l Q'•AL ;'Id&AMiE

4C Conventional ,;vrfnr - general

( L4-) FA I' report A,452-40.

The effect of igniting snill amount, of explosive material in a

laboratory container cf glass and polythone.

S. Larr-nevik, A. BostrUm November IQ65

The dispersion and density of splinters have been examined with some

simulated narrow escapes and with small quantities of explosive material in

laboratory containers of glass and polythene. Injuries have been studied on

the hands of dujini-us. Th- wvork has resulted in some simple rules for working

with explosive m.aterials in a laboratoy,, environment.

(149) P0I. P report C 267-40(46, 48).

Reproduction of escillograph recordings for report purposes.

S. Thoren October 563

Sensitive oscillograph paper recording traces have proved difficult to

reproduce simply for raport purposes. Tests have accordingly been made with

different oscillograph papers with respect to the time for lighting and

chemical development together with possibf lities of reproducing results wij th

Xerox, electric stencil and offset. The effect of the spray solution for

stabilisation and development of light recordings is explained as well as the

influence of sun light before chemsical stabilizing of recordings.

The tests show that acceptable reproduction in offset or an electric

stencil can be obtained if the original recording has been Xerox copied before-

hand. Pnotographic reproduction gives good results but demands more time.

4i Ex.A1-osives

(150) FOA P report A1457-4i.

Frogramme for caloulating the hydrodynamic effects following detonation

of a spherical charge in water.

B. Hellgren December 1968

A FORTRAN programme for calcu'ating the hydrodynamic effects following

the detonation of spherical charges under water is described. The input data

to the programme requires the explosive charges Chapman-Joguet conditions as

well as the p-V-E condition equation for the products of detonation. The

programme can easily be modified for detonations in other media than water,

L|
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because the routines for the surrounding mediums cond-ition equation and the

local speed of sound are interchaiýgeable.

Starting coJitions (the dctoiation wave) can either be calculated with

the prograinme, in which case no regard is taken of differences from ideal

detonation, or proscribed by the u.s;er through data cu-rds. After that the

differential approxima tioIns of' the hy3drod';amic partial differenitial equations

are integrated to a reviouvoslv sulected point in time. The discooxtinuities

of the shock wavvc fronts are tr-eate-d with von Neuxuanu-Richtictyers q-method.

As a result tables caJ, be iade and/or curves plotted or- the pressure,

density, particle velocity, oljecifjc inner energy etc., both as a function of

the distance fro:u; origin with prescribed points in time, ancd as a function of

the time for presor.ibeu distan~ces fromi thie origin. Likewise tables and/or

curves carn be made for the position of the outor limit and the position of' the

front of the main shock wave, together with the pressure at tie front and the

speed of propagation of the front as a functioon of i ts p.osi ti:..

44 Ammiunition-warhleaus - externai ballistics

(1,1) FOA 2 report C2286-44.

Cx'lindrical and s'pherical sy:;.etric wave ropror tin:: an rock.

C. Asklbf, X. .'-.llWlder December 1968

BY request of the .Swedsh lnstitutý 'or ,x;io:- v.s R., SO:rch

(Stiftelsen: Svensk betonikforskning) work has been carried out on numerical

calculatIons of cylindrical and spherical symmetric 'wave propagation. These

calculations are intended to explain the mechanical strains which take place

"-n the s3rrowiding rock when an. exp<losjve charCe is detonrated in a bore hole.

1.;oaified criteria according to Co.ulomb and von M.'ises have been applied to

describe mne properties oi the rock material. The nupmerical values in the

criteria have been obtained from measurements carried out at the Swedish

Institute for Explosives iResearcih. The cost for calculations of this sort

on a c. Mputer are very modest, about 2CC kro.-or p•er set of calculations.

The programme which is used allows constituent equations for the

mterial of considerable arbitrariness but suffers from the limdtation that it

"can only handle such a course of events as can be described by a single

spatial variable. txcaniJo:: of the -roe-raniue to two spatiul vw~riables is

however, progressing. A general programme with three slatial variables is

for the present not of curren.t interest because of insuli '4cent computer

capacity.
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bi eaow ii .us•,: ffect and protection

(152) FOA 2 report G2JiC-J_4,.

Lxperiitai3ts for com01'riso' of '.inima n' veri o,3s i 9u7 a nd i -6 witI,

reforuv.ce to a curac. uf k iXltiiq.

K. Ldman October ;,9%8

At the requcst of Y;.V-A two vOr,:ion6 of the sitghts xfor close combat

anti-tarnk weapon '(4nimaa' (k-67 and M.ý-68) have been compared with reference

to accuracy of a3htin.; at the n,;oiient of firinc.

The trials were carried olit as camera shots indoors by sixteen aliuers.

ithin: the frome,-,ork of the object of the trial arid its accomplisKnient., the

reo-Aits show ti~c .- b0 woauon as the better even though there are few

signli "cant &ifferoices. It is probabhl, that the sighting device on "i-68 can

be f'ortler iii:Provud.

4- Drives for i~uidc6 weapons and rockets

See also r.cference ( i45).

48 :.:easuri:,- tecnl.ji-ue (iii 1 ;i speed) See reference (,4)

(353) PC 2 report B2C05-48.

A compact and flexible X-ray flash system.

,. Gylden and others.

Iroc. Eighth Intern. Congr., high speed photograplh. Stockholm, ic68.

[ajer Lc. 6J. CGA reprint i965:32.

An X-ray flash apparatus is described iv which the X-ray" tubes goomet7,;

Iand co,:seq.mntly its impedance) can easily be ad.ptd for different

requirements.

7he source of v::tea i. G ximl Cuscade gne-_-autour. 1' 3 a -0 1

free discharge with short rise time (2 to 5 ns) and about 20 ns pulse length.

The generators' characteristic impedance is 30 to 150 ohm, according

to the number of stages used. The generator can however, run with load

impedances froc some ohms up to several hundred chms.

The Ceenerator is totally enclosed in a cylindrical housing of steel.

The suyply voltage cn be varied between 20 -and 60 kV, which is obtained by

var ation of the g,,as pressure. Generators with 10, ,5, 20 and 40 stages have

been built; the voltage rulnge is 150 to 1530 kV.
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The X-ray tube can be dismantled and is provided with an ea.il:y challe.a4u

electrodo system. A small ioll-pump is used for evacuating the tube.

With- a i5 stago generator (loaded voltage 60 kV) anid a singL stage

conical tantalum anode (focus spot <2 mm diamuter) 8 mn of lead or 30 ma of

steel can be penetrated (with a iast film and reinloreod shields; 0.5 mm

distance between the focus spot and film).

APPLLIED YhYSIC s

5' Fundamental optical tochnrQjues

(154) FOA 2 report B2038-51.

Ultraviolet source with repetitive sub-nonooccond kilowatt pulses.

G. Ericsson, R. Lidholt

Applied Optics, Vol.'i, P 2,1, 1968.

FOA reprint i968:43.

.euscription of a nitrogen laser (337' 1) with radiatinj pulres at

to 2 kw, half value breadth 0.7 ns, repetition frequency 200 p/s.

i, ) FOA 2 report B2009-51.

On the origin of water vapour laser lines.

B. Hartmann, B. K-leman

App. Phys. Letters., Vol.12, pp 168-170, 1968.

FOA reprint !968:4".

The maln part of the water vapour spectrium is interpreted as ccr-irg

fro:x tran-itions in the levels 2v2 , v3 and v1 in H2 0. The trazoitions-, in

qu1estion are mainly pure rotational transitioiis. Nineteen of thc knol.-

laser lines have bee.n tentatively identified.

(,56) YOA 2 report B2010-51.

Water vapour laser lines in the 7-cn region.

B. Hartmann and others.

IEEE J. ýuantum Electronics, Vol.QE-4, p 296, 5-

FOA reprint i96b:45.

The water vapour laser siectru.m has *, e l- inao in T-i 7-,t

which have been measured and identified as '2; -v- i ." on, UI the 1`_Q

molecule.

\i57) FOA 2 report B2011-.1.

Decay times of the ultraviolet arid i'e oe:ns- n j .

T. Skettiý,L,, L. Lidholt
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Solid state commun., Vol.6, pp 589-592, 1968.

FciA reprint i968:46.

A pulsed nitrope.i laser was used for excitation. For ultraviolet

lines the decay times measured were in the range 2 to 7 ns, whilst with the

green 2-minescence, it was about 50 times slower.

52 Applied optical techniques

See also reference (04)

(158) iOL 2 report A2519-52.

Model for analysi, s of information collection.

T. Orhaug, J. Eklundh October 1968

The report contains a discussion on a possible model for studying the

Iroblem of information collection (search). The model presented is built up

as a quantitative representation, where the elements correspond to the situa-

t-ins which can happen in reality. By biasing methods a basis is also obtained

for deciding for example, choice of search parameter. sventuaJ application

of the mouel is shown by an example in connection with information concerning

ava ation.

(159) FCA 2 report B2007-52.

A prism line-scanner for high speed thermography.

P. Lindberg

Optica Acta, Vol.15, fp 305-3i6, 1968.

FOA reprint '963:42.

Therncgraphic apparatus which use single element line scanning usually

have a very low line frequency by comparison with television. The author

desermbes a line scanner ?Ith an InSb-detector and a rotating Ge prism, which

makes higher frequency line scanning possible. The scanner gives a flioker

free heat picture of 100 lines per frame on a telcvisý.on type of tube. The

sweep duty cycle of the scanning system is practically i0CQ . Optical abcrrct-

ti fL( caused by the scanning prism have been analysed and found to be least

when the refractive index of the prism is between 3 arnd 4.

An examrple shows heat pictures taken with the scanning system (which is

used in AGA thernovision).

(160) FUA 2 report C2277-52.

The correlation of' picture information by means of coherent optical

techr•ique.

S. 11yberg October 1968
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The report shows how two pictures or other two-dimensional information

can be correlated by coherent optical techiniquies. Under certain circumstances

correlationi.; the optiwal method for detecting a signal in noise. Recording

of complex filters intended for correlation. an~alysis, is described and

ajiscussed. The report shows examples of how different parameters influence

recording. Also shown are examples of correlatiuns between d-~ferent, signals,

which are commented on.

(16i) FOA 2 report C2278-52.

Detection of signals in pictures.

T. Orhaug October '968

The report zumiaarx.ses statistical detection theory and applies this to

detection of two ddimensionýal !:ipnals in a two-dimensional background consistin~g

of norfnali'- diStributed, tp sial homogeneous noise. Two prcblerds are

conslcE~red: (1) detection of a speýcific .signal against an additive back-

Eround and (2) Identification (discrimination) of one signal aghinst another

signal. Two cases of detection are considerod: (1) detection by correlation
of the total observed sienal in noise background with a reference signal and

ý2) detection by correlation of the gradient of the obser-ved signal with the
Ecradent of the reference signal. The effect of general filtration cf signals

is discussed. Also, the result of detecting two isolated forms of signal,

circular and quadratic areas respectivelyi, are presented and disc.ussed.

(j62) FQA 2 report C2280-52.

On the preprocessing of signals to be discr~ninated by c-orrelati1on

L.etbods.

J. 4clund~hp T. Orhaug November 1968

Linear filtration of two signals which will be detected or separated by

correlation methods, are dealt with. The search for maximum difference

between auto and cross -correlation under suitable coniitions, leads to a

probleFu of self evaluation. The general solution to the ma~dmisatiori problem

is briefly discussed. The solution shows in a special case, the answer by

derivation~ in the signal domain.

(163) FOA 2 report C2262-52.

Report of a Symposium in F3orence, Italy, in September 1068 concer~iin~g

applicetion of coherent optical radiation.

T. Orhaug November 1968

The report g,'ve3 an account of a lecture presente~d at a Sym;posium in

Ylorcrcce du:ingg 22 to 2c' Septeimber 1968.
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The symposium paid special attention to holography and treatment of

optical signals. Contribution of special interest for the activity in

section 2 I is commented on in considerable detail.

(164) FOA 2 report C2285-52.

Studies on the treatment of optical signals in connection with a

journey to the U.SA.

S. liyberg December 1968

During the period 22 July to j2 August a journey was made to U.S.A. to

study coherent optics and its applications. The greater part of the time was

spent at a course on the treatment of optical signals at the University of

Sichigan. The main emphasis was put on fundamental optics, space filtration,

holo,:raphy, recording and ultrasonic modulators. After the course six firms

and institutions were visited that worked on optics. In this connection a

project waz stuaied which concerned problems in picture production especially

those where optics are used.

'65) FOA 2 report C2287-52.

Optical li.k with GaAs riz iation dioae.

L. Holm, S. Nordlander December i168

An optical link with GaAs diode as transmitter and a silicon diode as

receiver has been examined. The radiation was modulated With 1 i00 Hz. The

widt> of tne lobe foi the transmitter was iO mrad and the radiating power in

the lobe waz about 0.7 moW. The radiation which reached the receiver was

filtered optically with a small band interference filter.

A series of studies gave the result that a signal-noise ratio of 10

was achieved when the distance between sender and receiver was 4 km.

54 Guidance-ravýgation and control technique

(166) FOA 2 report A2518-54.

On measuring gyroscope drift.

F. Wolff October ,968

In an inertial navigation system the gyro and accelerometers are key

components from which very great accuracy is demanded. The mathematics for

apprzasing and evaluating these components has accordingly been further

developed a:.d refined during the last •C to 15 years. In order to follow

this development a technical backgrouxnd is r-quired which gives the necessary

theoretical and practical understanding of this form of measurement technique.
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Having in mind an eventual Swedish IN applioation, F0A has been working on the

LprobLem and certain methods cf measurement have been developed. The report

gives a short account of some actual methods of measurement which maindly

concern single axis gyros of IN quality, and to a certain extent, can be

applied to two axis uf which one is the 'rate device'.

A separate section contains a description of the measuring equipment.

kib7) FOA 2 report C2281-54.

Transistor power amplifiers.

E. Astr~m Novemboer 10168

The first part of the report gives a resum4 of some normal transistor

power amplifier circuits. The following section describes a low power ampli-

fier of maximum iindicated 2 W output. The amplifier is provided with an

P!eut±'onically regulated c'irront limiter which allows short circuits on the

output even with a high input signal.

Then follows a presentation of a low power amplifier for I W sinusoldal

output. The amplifier is characterised by its high efficiency due to low

standing current and the fpct that maximum line output voltage differs from

the measur-ing voltage by only some volts. A~mplifi-ers of this type have been

.anufactured for outputs up to 70 W (sinusoidal output). They are dealt with

in a later section. The report disc.ussas proposals for improving these

asplifiers especially with respect to the highest possible distortion free

output for a given load impedance. The last part of the report shows a

z•ecial application, where the amplifier is used as an analogue pulse

frequen.y changer.

Control of large systems. Report on a seminar in Yugoslavia i2 to

23 September 1968.

S. Jahnberg, J. Xkerlind November 1968

The authors took part in 'Seminar on large systems in the mathematical

biosciences', a course arranged by the 'Centre for Advanced Studies' in

Yugoslavia. The course dealt with analysis and control of large systew6 with

special reference to epplica'ions in biology arnd medicine. The report reviews

briefly the contents of the course and in more detail, some of the lectures

which were of special intei'eat.

57 Accoustics
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(itC9) !"OA 3 reiport A3/Ou-t7

The effect of' geomusrical defects in measuring sound.

Gi. Ordlan October YeSu

In acoustics, location influences the accuracy of speech recognition

in several ways: for exa:;'le, the grouping of the measuring system from a

6eo,.etrical standpoint.

The report exalines the geometrical parameters that effect the accuracy.

The in'luence of error in positioning the microphone is studied. Also how

error in certain input values effect the accuracy with different dimensioning

of the measuring system. These errors can be caused by other factors than

pure geometry, for example metereological factors. ,i.limisation of errors in

the speech paranmetrs leads to recommendations for the choice of microphone

configuration. Some examples illustrate the magnitude of errors for differ-

ent dimensicns of the measuring system.

The distance between two microphones should be chosen with respect to

the error in input measurements, so that the ratio p/c is a minimum. p is

the error in the input measurement and 2C -L the distance botween the micro-

phones. As regards the rec.a-ninr errors however, the value of c should be

large. The angle subtended should be a right angle.

The measuring system base should be arranged according to the require-

mend d z r where 2d is the base required and r is the distance to the voice

relative to the mid point of the base. Here again, the angle subtended

should be a right angle.

(170) FOA 3 report C3565-57.

Detection of radiated ship noise under incompletely kjon conditions.

L. G~therstrdm September I968

The report is a summary of a lecture given at the 'Advanced Study

institute on lignal processing with emphasis on underwater acooustice'.

Twente Institute of Technology, August 1968.

The aim of the report is to show some methods of dealing with the

problem of detection when detection conditions are not ontirely known.

The report £s divided into three parts. The first describes the

Peyman-Pearson and quadratic detection of a normally distributed sigal in

normally distributed noise for which th• spectra are not fully known. The
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second part describes a computer simulated adaptive liklih~od ratio detector,

which operates on non stationary, non gaussian signals in disturbed sea noises.

The third part considers sub-optimal detection in the form of quadratic

detection and norrelation detection of a normally distidbuted signal in a

normally distributed, isotropic field of noise with special stress on

(fluctuating) multi whve diffusion and multi target conditions. A simplified

model of a;. isotropic noise field gives a simple description of the detector

signal - interference characteristics expressed in an equivalent number of

hyd-rophone elements in array.

6 T~IUMEC QH1 QUE

60 Wave oropagation, tropospheric-ionospheric ph:ysics

(17i) FGA 3 report B3006-60.

Radar Angel activity and its correlation with metereclogical parameters.

H. Ottersten, F. Eklund

Proc. Intern., Colloq., Atmospheric turbulence and radio-wave

propagation, Mloscow i965, pp 269-277, 1967.

FOA reprint 1968:33.

Radar echoes from a clear sa* ('radar angels') have been studied over

one year with a vertical ,0 cm pulse radar. The echo intensity is recorded

during 5 hours around midday for 5 days in every week.

The report includes an analysis of echo-days and time variation

through the year and correlations between echo activities and air temperature,

dewpoint, wind velocity, temperature gradient and dewpoint gradient.

Tim uri1,n of these radar echos is discussed.

(172) POA 3 report C3576-60.

Experimental investigation of elevation angle errors due to refraction

in the troposphere.

1. Blomqvist November 1968

Difficulties in the exact measurement of direction by means of radar

Lrise from variations in the air refractive index. Measurements of the size

and variation in the error of the elevation angle were made in August 1965

with the objuct of creating better understanding of radar ray refraction in

the troposphere. For these measurements an X band radar was used. For

targets, an aeroplane and a radar reflector mounted on a balloon, were used.
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-eterological observations were made irimultanoously with radar measurements.

The possibility was studied of making reliable corrections of the measured

radar signals by means ol acter-ologLcal data.

The report is the contents of a lecture to NATO - Advanced Study

Institute in Aberyst,,yth in September 1967.

(i73) FQA 3 report C3778-bO.

AGARD symposium on the propagation of radio waves.

F. zlund, 5'. Stoffregen October 1968

During the period 19 to 22 August 1968 a symposium on 'scatter

propasation of radio waves' was held in Sandefjord, Norway° and arranged by

1i,.TO-AGARD, a.ectromagnetic Wave Propagation Committee. The symposium, in

wi:icn the authors tooi part, had three main themes (a) ground propagation

ýb) tropospheric propagation and (c) ionospheric propagation and partial

reflections.

The grcund propagation section dealt mainly with the propagation of

17 radio wAves which, reach the surface of the earth after one or more

reflections from the ionosphere.

In the troposphere propagation section most attention was given to the

question of the deduction of conclusions upon the structure of the troposphere

from the propagation of signals.

The ionosphere part was devoted to auroral or northern lights and

different problems in connection with F-layer propagation.

61 Teletechnical components and material

('74) F0A 3 report A3707-61.

Measurements of Gunn-diodes I.

B. Peterson October 9,68

After a general survey of the development of Gunn diodes a description

is given of the way a Gunn-oscillator funotions. Finally the results are

presented of measurements on Gunn diodes as manufactured by Hafo from GaAs

mate-ial supplied by Monsanto.

(175) iC-A 3 report C3571-6i.

Measurements of the radiation diagram for antennae on missile type 04.

H. Bengtsson September 1.6
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The report gives measurements for the radiation diagram on model

missiles to a scale of 1 :5. Thi work refers to antennae for telemetry

installations ana comuand links and consists of an examination of the effect

of alternative missilt designs on the radiation from the antennae and also a

pruscntation of the basis for siting and designing antennae.

63 Information transmission

(176) FOA 3 report A37.0-63.

Data transmission between JK. stations of type Ra 140.

T. Ericson, U. Teght September 1968

The report rev*eviews the theor.,tical and practical investigations of

conditions for data transmission b tween Ra !40 stations. The work has been

carried out at the rcquest of FP.MV-A (tele-agency) and was originally inttiated

by a srpecial problem in connection with data transmission for pursuit and fire

.ri~gad-• puI.orts. In ordcr to give a basi5 for estimating the possibilities

cf using 1%&. i4 or similar radc equipmn-rt, for data transmission and for ether
........ cions, t report gives th, character of a general estimate of Ra i40

ir'o a data tra;-smission point of view.

in th< thjorttical inv.-stigation the conn,:ction-s betweenr error content,

rate of data transraission and signal-noise rates have been studied. In

addition, a simplified information theoretical analysis has been worked out.

Practical ne-asurziments have then been made, both to show that the theoretical

investigation is verlfi-d at certain points and also as a general illustra-

tion of trans.Tdssion conditions in a realistic application.

The report concludes with some general conclusions and recommendations

concerning the design of additional equipment for data transmission between

Ra 140 stations together with some comments concerning the design of' future

radio material.

(177) FOA 3 report A37111-63.

'ethod for plotting the protected region for airborne radio installa-

tions within the ICAO band I i8 to 136 Oz.

L. Bergman September 1968

ty m3a6s of a computer programme (2BM 360) constructed for every

frequency recorded in the ICAO frequency list for t.ie communnication band

il-3 to .36 Wz a graph has been drawn showing the protested region unsuitable

for respective transmitters. The size of the protected area has been ualcu-

LI
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ILated usinCg thiw guiaance2 of thLU sep-aration distance, stated in Aziinicx 10 of' the

'C;cnvmjtion on International Civil Aviation' vollume_ 1.

Tip. turace or Lrap~h is cadapted to a reduced FIR region Mal) to EI ýscale

of I : 3 x 10 The original map was obtained from ICAO 'Air Navigation -

~uro~an- P*iterunen ] gln' Doc. 77.54/!i 1966 (scale 1::2 5 x 10 6.

The grajph will give a picture of both thv prevailing, interference

situation on respective frequencies and thc degree of usefulness of the

frequency. The graph is intended to be a basis for planniing, freýquencies

mainly within 6weden and nuighbouring countries, and later, within central

turope.

Far sadmirustrzation purposes the graph has been drawn on 40 x 26 cm

paper and uzcs thte chc:-en scale for an area between 35 0and 71 0 Eorth. Th~e

area can e~as ly bt increased to include the whlole cf Region anth

".editerrane~an if desi -ed.

!7b) 5O report A37i2-63.

Method for plotting, the guard area for as.ising navigation within

I 0YG band DBi1'11z and F960-i215 ',2z.

L. iirgman October i96

by means of an IE"M 362- coa.put.;r programmc prepared for each freq~iency,

re~orded in 1CAO frequei_-ncL- list for the navigation band i DS8 to '8 1Maz and

i1oO to 12i5 M-lz a graph has been drawn showing the guard area w*hich takes

into accounit respective navigation beacons. Only the 'Ce-channel' case is

dealt with.

Calculation of the necessar-y separation distances has been carried out

by a.. apprcxi=ate roe TnoC us-ing onily the dat~a for thne station itbulf. Th. -

results are suitable for use not only in estimating the prelvailing inter-

ference situation but also in planning new stations.

The graph is adapted to a FIR region map to a scale i:15 x 10 6and

drawn on sheets 400 x 260 w. There, is space on this size of paper for an

area on the selectee. scale, between 3530 and 710 North that Cis, from N4orth

Africa to the northernmosýt point of Norway.

k(179) F0A 3 report A3713-63.

M,'ethod for plotting protect'-on areas for aeronautical stations 'in the

ICAO band 1 8 to 136 ,'o/s.-

L. Bergman 11ovemrber i968
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.. nglish edition issued by FOA 3 of report A371 1-63.

See FRO 67/b8-2 referunoe (177).

(i.") FOA F report C8216-63.

ALGFIIASS, a prosramme to compress source programmes in ALGOL-like

lalfguanes3.

j. Falme. October 1968

ALGFI-rSS has an input source programme written in an AJMOL type

language, for example ALGOL, SIM"LA, ALGOLW, PL/] or PL360. The output

d,dlivers a new source programme in which all comments and unnecessary blanks

are .A lminated.

ALGPRSSS results in a considerable reduction in the cost of compiling

th, work. For example, when ALGPR.SS is applied by itself the source

programme is reduced in length from 184 to 39 punched cards and the cost of

compilation reduced from 9 kronor to 5 kronor.

ALGPRr.SS is written in FL360 for the IBM' 360 con; uter but can b(; applied

a3 sourc, proiraimr for othur computers, for example the IB.' 7'c90.

64 l1andli ng o:f data-oresentation

6.di) F0A 3 report B 3008-64

hunninG-in a computer programme by maoans of screen presentation.

(On-line ,rograamne debugging.)

2. J~nsson

BIT., 1o1.S, pp ;22 to 127, 1968.

FOA reprint 1968:49.

The report describes a system which allows editing, a search for

,rorsi and correction of a computer programme in a conversation mode. A

direct screen display with tangent board and light pen is used and the

language is in symbolic computer code. The programme which carried out these

functions has a volume of about 8000 machine instructions. The gain expected

is a factor of - to 4 of the total programme production time.

65 Radio guidance-navigation

(182) FOA 3 report C3573-65.

Radar signatures - doppler spectra from different sorts of aerial

targets.

L. &-icson October j968
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Rotors, yropelitrs a:Ia turbines have a decisive effect on the dolplcr

sjtectra of aerial targets which can be used for identification purposes

becausc of the characteri, tic pQculiar ties that exist; thus helicoeturs,

propciler aircraft and jet aircraf't can tasily bt distinguished. The report

explains the factors which are basic to tht origin and character of the

spectrum.

u3 M:easurlnig technique (tel etechnique)

(i'.2) FOA 3 report C3572-68.

Coaxial nAicro-calorimcter - part report-constructior..

R. Bostrom October 1968

The coaxial micro-caorim-ter is intended to be a primary standard for

.iasur ig the power of microwavws in the S band (2.60 to 3.95 G11z) with a

'ower level of 2 to 500 mW. It is used in the FOA 3 section for measuring

techniqies and standards and is complementary to an earlier constructed

coloriacter for the X band (8.2 to 12.5 GHz) based on wave guides. The

r,ýPort is part of the author's licentiate task financed by the State Technical

he•,earch Authori t','.

7 _10T_ C _OL 0GY

7! z,\treme outer environment (biotechnolo•y)

134) FOA F r.iort C1292-75.

Research into a hand covering (glove) system.

H. Carlsson

i'ie manual effectiveness and heat insalating characteristics of a hand

covering system have been investigated. The system is arranged so that the
fin~zcz '... ------------------ 11--1------------- -I-----I

hand covering. The latter is made of nyLon with fibre fur lining and is

made in two designs, one with and one without laced overlay on the flat of

the ha-ýJ side. They have been combined with woollen gloves or with flash

yrotection gloves of cotton.

In order to rc.asure changes in manual dexterity a test was used con-

s-sting of sim.le hand movements. The gloves were examined, in use, under

normal room t-mperature conditions. The outer coverings without the inner

gloves resultea in insignificant interference. Variation with the lacing had

& .endency., to give less po"cr of manipulation than glovts without laces.

This also applied when the outer covering was comrbined with inner gloves
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but the gloves werc th, main caus-, of . . . As regards the use o1' the

f2nger openings the rcsults showed tiWa-t oth thu tiltwb u, U ' ni: : ' 'n s

must be pushed out to obtaia sutisf-uto• resultls Om t}lv other • it did

not matter much if the thumb emoved out through ti': sl ecinl opeVNing or with the

other fingers through an opening on the flat. hand siLd- of t,.h glove. L4mita--

tion of opening to one end has re-uat advauitafe froM the -I nt of vien of

1:rotection from cold and means little disadvanttege in ,manipulition.

The capacity ol the outur coverings (without the glowe) for ro• ction

ugainst coldq coupled with manual dexterity, was demonstrated in a test by

local cooling of the hand and forearm. The heat insulating capacity of the

covering was investigated by a simple apparatus for mcasuring heat transferefnce

through the covering. The laced overcovering was a better heat insulator than

the fur lined covering. Both gave the same protection against cold when worn

without inner gloves, as the conventional woollei:-the-abed--gloves.

The actual design of the gloves was not satisfactory from tht point of

view of military use but the various types had considerable interest. Finally

a more or less modified form is discussed for a system of hand coverings.

9 R4,kl NIN G( I N"I STIGATI ONS

9, N.aterial investigations

(1'5) FOA V report A0227-91.

Identification of plastic laminates with AmT and FlAIR (an introduction).

P. Lufgren October 1968

The two methods of intra-red spectrosccpy - ATR (attenuated total

rufiectance) and FMTR (frustrated multiple internal reflectance) for qualita-

t-ve anai-ysis and identification of plastic iaminatt are briefly described.

A study of literature has been made to ascertain the areas best suited

to thesu methods. Pinallly, aome tests are described in which ATR and FLUR

units are used, for a qualitative analysis of laminate of ester-plastics and

epoxD pias tics.

93 Reliability

(iU6) FTL A report A02- 1 .

RAOUND - A programme suite for calculating the probability of functioning

of a system with in-built redundancy.

Y. Nybýck August iC68
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Th- aim of .,at: progrbmme •uite RODOD is to create a series of data

programmes for use -n the confidence analysis of systems which can be

described by a reliability block layout. The report presents two recently

developed protrammes in thu series.

The RxUDT] I programme is primarily intended for use W-th constant

time dependent function probabilities, with the least number fun:tion unit

H and total number uzLit N as variables.

TDe R.DZLtJT 11 programme is intended for calculating the variation in

time of the time dependent function probability. in this programme the least

number function unit M and total number unit I, are coustant whilst time

is a variable.

12 PSYCHOLOGICAL Dz.zlxC-<

120 Formation and measurement of opinion

(i87) hN report No. 40.

Defence attitudes and defence knowledge, Autumn L68.

K. Tdrnqvist December i%68

The report is a suwnai-u of investigations from inte-vlewm with a

representative s-:Iection of the population concerning their attitude to

defence and knowledgz of defence. The records this time included the popula-

tion's will for defencu, estimate of war risks, attitude to the cost of

dcfonc= and its guidance and functioning and finally xnowledge of total

defenc• aria its different -.arts.

The results show a certain decrease in the ; will for defence and an I
'nor~ea:sed c;:)nc~-rý abo%!, war. Thc S c oroc' ti on of' %, u;zlOVakja is

assumed to be part of the reason for these changes. The attitude to the

costs and control of defence rvmained practically unchanged. The population's

attitude to the peaceful function of defence is preponderantly positive. The

same is valid for the attitude to the capacity of total defence to function

in the event of war. On the other hand a general knowledge about total war

and its uifferent parts was not so good.
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